No. of substantive news reports mentioning UST: 98
No. of reports involving OUDPA initiatives: 81

** denotes items involving OUDPA in providing information or statements upon enquiries, issuing media invitation, issuing press releases, or setting up interviews.

1. Dr Kai-Fu LEE, Co-President of Google Greater China, held a recruitment talk at UST**
   20 clippings (12-22/9).

2. Form Five graduate LAM Chi Kit was recruited by UST's Department of Computer Science and Engineering**
   7 clippings (13-19/9).

3. "Great Minds on Big Issues" lecture series was held on 11 and 13 September 2006, with guests speakers including Sir Michael Francis ATIYAH, President CHU, Dr Kai-Fu LEE, Prof Xiaodong WANG, and Prof Chen-Ning YANG**
   7 clippings (12-14/9).

4. Feature story on President CHU**
   Wen Wei Po (14/9).

5. Prof Tai Kai NG (ADSCI) commented on educational issues 2 clippings of Apple Daily (13-14/9).

6. Prof Kwing Lam CHAN (MATH) attended the XXVIth General Assembly of the International Astronomical Union in Prague where the definition of a planet in the Solar System was resolved and Pluto was recognized as a "dwarf planet"**
   3 clippings (13/9).

7. Feature stories on President Emeritus Prof Chia-Wei WOO 4 clippings (7-12/9).

8. Dr Chak Keung CHAN (CENG) commented on environmental issues HK Economic Times (11/9).
9. UST and RTHK together launch a series of popular science programs to be broadcast on RTHK Radio-1**
   HK Daily News (9/9); Ta Kung Pao (5/9).

10. News reports on UST student hall places**
    11 clippings (5-9/9).

11. Dr Ngai PUN (SOSC) won the C Wright Mills Award for her book "Made in China: Women Factory Workers in a Global Workplace". She is the first Asian winner of this award since its establishment in 1964**
    Sing Tao Daily and Ming Pao Daily News (8/9).

12. Prof William BARRON (IENV) commented on environmental issues
    3 clippings (30/8-8/9).

13. Prof Kar Yan TAM (AVPAA) commented on the recruitment of non-local students
    Ming Pao Daily News (7/9).

14. UST, collaborated with Hewlett Packard and KOOPrime, set up the HKHBioinformatics Center**
    4 clippings (5/9).

15. Dr Lijing ZHU (IMSPO) authored on the recruitment of Mainland students

16. CHEUNG Chui Ying (CPEG) graduated with 12 Graduation Grade Point Average, the first UST undergraduate student ever to get a perfect score in every subject**
    Student Standard (5/9).

17. Dr Wai Ho MOW (ECE) commented on communications technology
    The Sun (25/8); Apple Daily (4/9).

18. Dr Joseph SALVACRUZ (MARK) commented on food marketing
    The Standard (2/9).

19. A columnist wrote on UST's promotion strategies
    am 730 (1/9).

20. President CHU commented on UST's recruitment of Chan Yik Hei**
    23 clippings (28-31/8); RTHK (30/8).
21. Dr Irene Lo (CIVL) commented on sewage treatment facilities
Sing Pao Daily News (28/8).

Prepared by the Office of University Development and Public Affairs

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
Because of restrictions on photocopying newspaper articles, OUDPA is
unable to provide clippings for photocopying. Most of the clippings are
however available in HKUST News Clippings Online
(http://library.ust.hk/cgi/db/newsclip.pl) through the Library's
subscription to the WiseNews service. Enquiries can be made to the media
and editorial unit of OUDPA at x8555 or x6317.